Differential subtraction display: a unified approach for isolation of cDNAs from differentially expressed genes.
We have developed a novel efficient approach, termed differential subtraction display, for the identification of differentially expressed genes. Several critical parameters for the reproducibility and enhanced sensitivity of display, as well as steps to reduce the number of false positive cDNA species, have been defined. These include- (a) use of standardized oligo(dT)-primed cDNA pools rather than total RNA as the starting material for differential display, (b) critical role of optimal cDNA input for each distinct class of primers, (c) phenomena of primer dominance and interference, and (d) design of a novel set of enhanced specificity anchor primers. Introduction of an efficient subtractive hybridization step prior to cloning of cDNA species enriches the bona fide cDNA species that are either exclusively present in one sample (+/-) or show altered expression (up-/down-regulation) in RNA samples from two different tissues or cell types. This approach, in comparison to differential display, has several advantages in terms of reproducibility and enhanced sensitivity of display coupled to the cloning of enriched bona fide cDNA species corresponding to differentially expressed RNAs.